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MAIN FEATURE

Beyond Your Most Ex
Dreams Of Africa
&
by Michael Nott

BEYOND’s Matetsi Lodge is the
newest, trendiest and hippest
location for the most discerning world
travellers. Not only is it a finalist of
the We Are Africa design awards that showcase
“the designs changing the look of modern
Africa”, but it has also featured in numerous
travel guides’ hot lists such as Tatler UK and
Conde Nast Traveller - publications that aim
to be predictors “of what properties will stand
the test of time, make history, and let you reimagine how you want to live and travel”.
& Beyond provide the most luxurious
accommodation at the best spots in the
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world, and they do it with consummate style
and elegance. They are one of the world’s
leading luxury travel companies, designing
personalized high-end tours and operating
29 extraordinary safari lodges and camps
across Africa, Asia and South America.

resources and that the best way to sustain it
is to share it, honour it and realise its value.
By placing conservation and wildlife land on
an economically sustainable footing, through
responsible tourism, we can ensure that
these treasures have a future.”

But apart from catering to the most
discerning travellers they also believe
in sustainable and responsible travel,
community empowerment and development,
and a deep respect for local culture and ecosystems. They state, as part of their company
philosophy, “We believe that the earth’s
wild heritage is one of our most precious

Among their many conservation projects has
been the translocation of Indian bison to
bring them back from the brink of extinction
in India, a leopard research programme at
Phinda Game Reserve in South Africa, the
establishment of a marine conservation
area in Zanzibar, and a rhino conservation
project in Botswana.

Their policies include taking care of the land and they have
incorporated an environmental strategy that continuously assesses
their lodges’ eco-impact, looking at elements like water usage,
electricity consumption, other fuel consumption like diesel, petrol,
gas and paraffin, and waste management. All their lodges are
subjected to ongoing assessments and statistics are collated and
analysed to ensure minimal environmental damage. In the same
spirit of sustainable development they also take care of their people.
Working in conjunction with The Africa Foundation they support
the indigenous communities surrounding the wildlife areas in
which they operate. The Africa Foundation is a registered non-profit
organisation, founded in 1992 to support & Beyond’s commitment
to conservation, and assist communities through employment, land
leases and economic stimulation in the regions, focusing on social,
economic and environmental development.
& Beyond also invest heavily in their staff, believing that on-going
training should be a way of life. Not only are their rangers and

The project began after lodge had been empty and neglected for a
number of years before coming under new ownership in 2015. The
thatched roofs were in a bad state of disrepair and very little of the
interiors or the infrastructure was left in good condition. However

xtravagant

guides trained to offer the best possible experience for guests they
also train chefs, barmen, security and workshop staff, providing
vital employment in areas that are often deeply impoverished. They
have trained and rehabilitated poachers to become pastry chefs
and helped unemployed youths to become qualified game rangers
and scouts.
Matetsi Lodge in Victoria Falls is one of the newest shining jewels
in the & Beyond crown. The lodge is located within a 123,500 acre
private game concession about 25 kilometres up the Zambezi
River from the Falls. It’s a pristine location, right on the banks of
this magnificent river, teeming with wildlife and unspoilt natural
beauty. You’d be hard pressed to find a more perfect location for
an African adventure holiday. It’s not just about chilling out and
enjoying five star luxuries but also about experiencing the truly wild
and untamed natural beauty of this unique part of the world. Expect
fine wines, top class food, well trained and friendly staff, and prolific
herds of wild animals.

the location, right on the banks of the mighty Zambezi, and in an
unspoilt wilderness area, was too perfect to simply be ignored. The
client engaged the services of local designer Kerry van Leenhoff and
Turner and Townsend – an international firm specialising in project
management – to oversee the extensive renovations. The entire
project from structural renovations right down to the finishing decor
details took just over a year and a half. A relatively quick schedule
considering the completely run down state of the lodges, the remote
location and the almost entirely bespoke nature of the decor.

“The Client’s brief was to redevelop a disused 55,000 hectare hunting camp on the banks of the Zambesi River, 40 km upstream
from Victoria Falls, into an exclusive luxury resort and private game park. The brief was to re-utilise existing structures and materials
wherever possible.The original lodge consisted of 18 lodges, a reception building, two guest dining areas and back of house kitchen
and stores. The original lodges were demolished and rebuilt with decks and plunge pools. The guest dining lodges with satellite
kitchens were partly demolished and rebuilt. Structures including a family villa with pool and dedicated kitchen; reception, shop,
pool, gym, library and spa complex; a boma and a stand-alone vaulted wine cellar were newly built. Turner and Townsend were
commissioned to provide cost and project management for the build.” - Nola Birkett, Project Manager, Zimbabwe
Turner & Townsend
163 Fife Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe
P.O. Box 2018
t: +263 (0) 4 253012/3 | f: +263 (0) 4 253014 | m: +263 (0) 777 749 008
www.turnerandtownsend.com
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FORM STUDIO aims to transform the approach that people take towards the design of hospitality, leisure,
commercial, residential and educational facilities in Africa; by creating timeless designs that excite and
invigorate the people who use them and whilst remaining sensitive to the environment in which they are built.

Form Studio l Suite 18, Mon Repos, Newlands, Harare l www.formstudiodesign.com
Kerry van Leenhoff l +263 773 669 009 l kerry@formstudiodesign.com
@formstudiodesignzimbabwe
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Kerry van Leenhoff is an interior and spatial designer
and has had extensive experience in Zimbabwe
working with various local designers including well
known local architect Bruce Rowlands on high end
residential projects and lodges in Zimbabwe and
further afield, before starting Form Studio- Zimbabwe
in 2014. So she had a wealth of experience to bring
to the project.
Van Leenhoff was born and grew up in Zimbabwe
and has an intimate knowledge of local culture,
artists and craftsmen. She says that she is
“enthralled by her country’s incredible people,
the striking landscapes and varied cultures.” She
designed every element of the lodges from the
architectural and interior elements of the buildings,
to the furnishings and operational equipment;
using local materials and craftsmanship wherever
possible, in order to create a holistic design that is
both unique and authentically Zimbabwean.

NOTES

FORM STUDIO - Spatial & Interior design

NOTES

FORM STUDIO - Spatial & Interior design
admin@formstudiodesign.com
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Philosophy behind the architecture and design:
In order for something to sit well in the country it
needs to speak the language of the land. One of
the best ways to do this is to borrow the narrative
from local cultures and customs that have formed
over hundreds of years and adapted to their
surroundings. After researching this a great deal
of time was then spent looking at local building
techniques, materials and craftsmanship in order
to stimulate local economies and skills.
The design seeks to provide a refuge for guests
while still allowing them to interact with the
elements. Nature is mirrored by large timber
columns that rise up like the immense trees that
the buildings sit beneath; and the buildings are
moulded from a combination of stone, wood and
grass. Open air living catches the cooling breeze
off the river and allows the sun to constantly
change the shapes and forms of the building
elements throughout the day.
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But at the heart of this lodge is water in the
form the Zambezi River; and the local culture
and traditions that have been informed by daily
life along its banks. Whether it’s the makoros
(wooden canoes) that are used to ferry people
across the water that hang as giant wind chimes
in the entrance; the fish traps they lay to catch
fish beneath a coppery sunset echoed in the bars
and table; the enveloping of the building with
large reed mats they use to corner them in their
annual fish drives; or the large woven screens
that use skills they have mastered to make
baskets used to carry their catches.
To put it simply a country’s greatest asset is its
people and their immeasurable talent.
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As with all of our lodges, your children will have the opportunity to embark on our very exciting WILDChild programme,
which is filled with fun, interactive activities that offer opportunities to learn and discover new experiences and cultures.
Little ones can enjoy adventures such as learning to make a fishing rod, fishing and baking biscuits in an interactive kitchen.

&BEYOND MATETSI RIVER LODGE FAMILY SUITES

&BEYOND MATETSI RIVER HOUSE

&Beyond Matetsi River Lodge is a fantastic destination

In addition to the lodge’s two family suites, guests can

&Beyond Matetsi River Lodge is a fantastic destination
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Matetsi Private Game Reserve

FAST FACTS

&BEYOND MATETSI RIVER LODGE

&BEYOND MATETSI RIVER HOUSE

NUMBER OF SUITES

2 camps of 9 suites each;
including 2 family suites

Private sole-use villa
with 4 bedrooms

MAXIMUM GUESTS

48

8

CHILDREN

Yes

Yes

CHILDMINDING

Yes

Yes

TRIPLES

Yes

No

TWIN BEDS

Yes, all convertible to double

Yes, all convertible to double

OVERHEAD FANS

Yes

Yes

MOSQUITO NETS

Yes

Yes

BATH

Yes

Yes

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SHOWERS

Yes

Yes

SEPARATE W.C

Yes

Yes

PRIVATE PLUNGE POOL

Yes

Private villa pool
Yes

LODGE POOL

Yes

IN-ROOM SAFE

Yes

Yes

PERSONAL BAR

Yes

Yes

TELEPHONE

Yes

Yes

HAIRDRYER

Yes

Yes

LAUNDRY INCLUDED

Yes

Yes

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS

Yes, with assistance

Yes, with assistance

CHECK IN / CHECK OUT

12h00 – 14h00 / 11h00

12h00 – 14h00 / 11h00

KOSHER FOOD

Available with prior notice and at extra cost

Available with prior notice and at extra cost

POWER

220v AC

220v AC

INTERNET ACCESS

Wi-Fi in guest suites

Wi-Fi throughout villa

PRIVATE VEHICLES

Yes

Yes

PRIVATE DINNERS

Yes

Yes

CREDIT CARDS

Visa, Diners, Amex, MasterCard

Visa, Diners, Amex, MasterCard

MASSAGE TREATMENTS

Yes

Yes

TEMPERATURE

Summer: 30˚C / 86˚F
Winter: 20˚C / 68˚F

Summer: 30˚C / 86˚F
Winter: 20˚C / 68˚F

MALARIA

The lodge is situated in a malaria area and
necessary precautions should be taken

The villa is situated in a malaria area and
necessary precautions should be taken

AIRSTRIP

No

No

GPS COORDINATES

S 17.51.932
E 025.30.030

S 17.51.932
E 025.30.030

LODGE CLOSURE

Open year round

Open year round

LINKS FOR MORE IMAGES

iBrochure

• Drones are not permitted at &Beyond’s reserves, lodges, camps and villas.
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iBrochure

www.andBeyond.com
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Matetsi Private Game Reserve
Matetsi Private Game Reserve
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NATIONAL

NATIONA

NATIONAL PARK
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SOUTH LUANGWA
NATIONAL PARK
NATIONAL PARK

AIN
GETTING THERE THERE
PARK
NAL(Zambia)
NATIO
KAFUE
L PARK Road transferGETTING
AL PARK
NATION
KAFUE
from Victoria
Falls, Livingstone
Airport
Road transfer from Victoria Falls, Livingstone Airport (Zambia)

or Kasane (Botswana)
or Kasane (Botswana)

Victoria FallsVictoria Falls Livingstone
Kasane Kasane
Livingstone
InternationalInternational
Airport
International
Airport Airport
International
Airport Airport
Airport
International
International

ZI ZI
ZAMBE
ZAMBE
LOWER
LOWER
PARK
NATION
PARK
NAL AL
NATIO

/ 1 ½ hours
61 km + 61 km + 45 km / 145
½km
hours
45km / 1 hour
45km / 1 hour
Border Crossing
Border Crossing
Border Crossing
+ Border+Crossing

KA A
LUSALUSAK

ONCE
A LIFETIME
ADVENTURES
ONCE
IN A IN
LIFETIME
ADVENTURES
POOLS
MANA

POOLS
PARK
NATION
PARK
NAL AL
NATIO

MANA
You’ll regret it if you don’t!

You’ll regret it if you don’t!
INCLUDED

EXCLUDED

INCLUDED

EXCLUDED

• Massage

• Game drives

ZAMBIA

ZAMBIA

Livingstone

Livingstone

p

Kasane

Kasane

e
ak

Ka

ke

Ka

La

L

Victoria Falls

Victoria Falls

&Beyond
Matetsi River Lodge

&Beyond
Matetsi River Lodge

BOTSWANA

BOTSWANA
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a
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• Sunrise or sunset boat cruises

ZIMBABWE

NATIONAL PARK
WHILE YOU’RE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

• White water rafting

PARK
NATIONAL
ADONA
• WILDChild
activities
• Bungee
jumping
off the
Victoria
Falls Bridge
MATUS
• Walking
safaris
• Walking
safaris
• Upper
Zambezi canoeing
• Upper
Zambezi canoeing
• Birdwatching
• Birdwatching
• Fishing
• &Beyond Tour of the Falls*

ZIMBABWE

WHILE YOU’RE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

• Massage

• Sunrise
or sunset
boat cruises
• White
water
rafting off the
PARK
AL
NATION
ADONA
• Bungee
jumping
• WILDChild
activities
MATUS

• Fishing
• &Beyond Tour of the Falls*

HWANGE
AL PARK
NATION
HWANGE

A safari adventure for all…

• Game drives

Victoria
Bridge
• FlightFalls
of the
Angels over the

HARARE

• FlightVictoria
of the Falls
Angels over the
Victoria
FallsFalls canopy tour
• Victoria

HARARE

• Zipline
and
gorge tour
swing
• Victoria
Falls
canopy
• Microlight
flightswing
around
• Zipline
and gorge
Victoria
Falls A
NYANG

• Microlight flight around
•NYANG
High
tea overlooking
the
NATION
A AL PARK
Victoria
Falls
Victoria Falls

• High
tea overlooking
the
NAL PARK
NATIO
• Horseback safaris
Victoria Falls
• Community excursions

• KAZUM
HorsebackAsafaris
PAN
• Curio shopping

AL PARK
NATION
A PAN
KAZUM
• Curio shopping
NATIONAL PARK
• Community excursions

*included in a 2-night stay or more.

*included in a 2-night stay or more.
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Nigel Joscelyne,
116 Citroen Road, Msasa, Harare

04 487 923/4
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nigel@nigeljoscelyne.co.zw/ design@nigeljoscelyne.co.zw
www.nigeljoscelyne.com

🄽

IGEL JOSCELYNE (Pvt) Ltd is a proudly Zimbabwean joinery
and cabinetry business forging fine furniture, hand made
by local and skilled craftsmen.

Nigel Joscelyne employs a total of thirty five, both skilled and unskilled
workers with in-house training and has recently added an exceptional
carver to its team at the workshop and showroom premises Road.

Their journey began as a one-man operation in Nigel’s garage, but quickly
outgrew the limited facilities and has since matured into a specialised
furniture manufacturing company working from a fully equipped
workshop and operating out of premises at 116 Citroen Road, Msasa.

“The NTJ Team take pride in every piece of furniture that we handcraft
and our hard working staff are an integral part of creating a Nigel
Joscelyne masterpiece and we welcome their ideas throughout the
design process.”

Over the years, Nigel Joscelyne has acquired an excellent reputation with
many loyal Zimbabwean customers, lodges, diplomats and embassies
which has led to an established position in the market despite strong
opposition from Asian imports and South African competition.

Nigel finds inspiration from all areas and has lately been working with
Holly Hudson and Justine Holmes of Hudson & Holmes, and Caroline and
Kate of Pomegranate. “These young creative women are a boost to the
furniture industry and promote a love of all things Zimbabwean.” The
talented artist, Helen Teede has a studio within the Msasa Worksop in
Msasa and brings light and colour to the creative environment.

The brand has managed to lead in the local market by producing
furniture meticulously handmade and finished using superb materials
and old traditional joinery methods, a rare process in this day and age of
high technology and mass production.
“We have a traditional and timeless range of furniture which is forever
popular such as the classic Morris Chair and Table design. Additionally
we welcome bespoke and contemporary ideas from our clients and work
with them to create these individual pieces. All our furniture is made
with exceptional quality wood, including Teak, Oak, Mukwa, Cypress and
Jacaranda.”

“We recently had the opportunity to work with the talented Kerry van
Leenhoff on a exciting project in Victoria Falls, The Matetsi River Lodge,
and we are thrilled to see it has been recognized as one of the winners
on Conde Nast 2017 Hotlist. We were involved in both the bedroom
furniture and wooden shop fittings.”
Nigel Joscelyne has and will continue to produce exquisite, hand crafted,
timber furniture with pride for its loyal and new customers.

Shangani Dining Table : Zimbabwean Teak
Baines Dining Chairs : Zimbabwean Teak
Selous Sideboard : Zimbabwean Teak

Coldutch Bed : Zimbabwean Teak
Nkayi Bedside Cabinets : Zimbabwean Teak with Painted Drawer Fronts

MAIN FEATURE
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15 Shortheath Avenue, Chisipite
Call: Tracy Roberts on 0773 949 888
Email: zamrootshop@gmail.com
facebook.com/zambeziroots

Handcrafted Solid
Wooden Furniture

Ruwa Furniture in Bluffhill
Handcrafted Furniture
Tel: 331 611, 331377
Cell: 0712202761, 0778249183
22 Faber Road
Bluffhill, Harare
Zimbabwe
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Furniture made with passion
for people with passion.
Specializing in Hotels, Lodges
and B&B’s refurbishments
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Matetsi Private Game Reserve
'The best thing about working
on this project was that fact
that we were more or less given
carte blanche. This meant
enough room to be creative,
without judgement or restriction.
An opportunity like that will
only happen to a designer, in
this part of the world, once or
twice in a lifetime. It was the
most fun and a real learning
experience . The back-up, in
terms of communication and
transport was super efficient.
It was altogether the highlight
of my professional career. I am
really indebted and grateful to
everyone involved.'
Marjorie Wallace - For Mutapo
Pottery

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
Victoria Falls is a wonderful year-round destination to explore, which offers an attraction for every season.

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Average High Temperature (C°)

24°

24°

24°

25°

23°

22°

21°

25°

28°

28°

27°

25°

Average Rain Fall (mm)

90

114

57

30

6

0

0

0

0

30

36

102

$

$

$

$$

$$

$$

$$

$$

$$

$$

$

$

Rate Season - Mid ($) High ($$)
Acacias begin to flower
Best time to view African wild dog
Best time for walking safaris
Best time for game viewing
Calving season
Excellent birdwatching
Excellent white water rafting and canoeing
Dramatic electrical thunderstorms
First migrant birds arrive
Perfect lighting for photography
Scenic helicopter flight over the Falls
Spectacular panoramic views of the Falls
The best time to fish in the Zambezi
The massive fruit of sausage trees ripen
Water flow over Victoria Falls at its highest
Wet and high water season
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Showroom & Factory: 24 Neil Avenue, Msasa, Harare, Zimbabwe
Factory Shop: Joina City Shop U08 Jason Moyo Entrance
Tel: +263 4 486 140/486 840; Cell: +263 782 798 868
Email: marketing@copperwares.co.zw
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Proud suppliers to “& Beyond Matetsi” - Blinds & Designs is a home-grown Zimbabwean company.
Established in 2009, we have worked hard to earn the respect and loyalty of our local and
continental client base, providing the most modern design information available. Our presence
in Cape Town and Victoria Falls are an addition to our brand, and we are happy to meet you
wherever your business may take us.

As suppliers of curtains, blinds, mosquito nets and indoor/outdoor fabrics to projects like “&
Beyond Matetsi”, we illustrate our ability to supply a professional and high quality turn-key
service from the design phase through to final installation. Our high calibre of staff and
quality workmanship enable us to offer this service to a wide range of clientele –from luxurious
6 Star Hotels and corporate offices, right through to your beautiful and intimate home. We
look forward to the opportunity to tailor and realise your design experience.

Harare,Victoria Falls, Cape Town and coming soon to Maputo.
Shop 5, Ballantyne Park Shops,Wellburn Road, Ballantyne Park •
Tel: 0775 286 677 /0772 407 899 / 04 882 872 • Email blindsndesigns@gmail.com
www.blindsndesigns.co.zw

The lodge consists of three camps- River Lodge East
and River Lodge West which each have nine private
suites for romantic getaways and family adventures.
For those wanting total privacy the third camp is
the four bedroomed River House which has its own
lounge, dining room, entertainment area, riverside
pool and personal chef.
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11 Martin Drive, Units 6 & 7, Msasa, Harare
+263 782 729 278 / 9; sales@thermotec.co.zw; www.thermotec.co.zw

THE
PLUMBING
SHOP

Although the footprint of the existing suites
remained largely unchanged, they required
massive renovations and totally new décor to
bring the accommodation up to & Beyond’s
discerning standards which are renowned
worldwide. One of the vital things needed
was to blend the buildings in with their
surroundings, so the high thatched roofs
were removed and replaced with low slung
Chromadek roofs in order to minimise the
height. To further camouflage the structures
a skin of matepi latte (thin treated gum
poles) was fixed over a steel skeleton. These
successfully merge the structures into the
surrounding woodlands and will continue to
weather and age over the years. Some of the
existing exterior stone cladding was maintained
while extra stone walls from locally quarried
stone were added to accommodate outside
showers beneath the stars. Kiggen Construction
helped put the whole project together quickly
and efficiently and to a very high standard.
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Inner Living Interiors & Exteriors - Curtaining, Blinds, Upholstery, Fabrics,
Staircases, Structural Steel, Mild & Stainless Steel Balustrades, Project
Management and much more...
structure & design

Inner Living Shop – Cnr. Stokesay Close / Rolf Avenue, Rolf Valley, Harare.
Email interiors@innerliving.co.zw, tracey@innerliving.co.zw
Telephone: +263 8677 168916, Brian 0736 440 612, Dave 0775 490 418, Tracey 0783 106 505
www.interiors.co.zw

MAIN FEATURE

The bathrooms were completely refitted with
each lodge having a luxurious round tub with a
view out across the river and hard crafted stone
basins and chandeliers. Each lodge also has
its own deck area with a private plunge pool
overlooking magnificent views of the river and
cosy loungers to laze around and enjoy evening
sundowners. Floors were re-surfaced with
‘quartz carpet’, an extremely hardwearing and
striking natural pebble finish, complimented
with cowhide rugs. Beds and unique
headboards with were carefully handcrafted
by Adam Seager and dressed with fine linen,
pillows, comforters and cushions.
Sofas, chairs, artworks and lamps were
predominantly collected from a wide variety

of local craftsmen as diverse as
the Newlands craft market and
Zimbabwean artist Helen Teede, who
is represented by First Floor Gallery.
Other suppliers included the Honde
Valley Community Project STEP, Lupane
Women’s Centre and Zambezi Roots,
so the whole selection of finishing
details helped support local artisans.
Within the main public areas the
designer aimed to provide a refuge
for guests while still allowing them
to interact with the elements. Nature
is mirrored by large timber columns
that rise up like the immense trees
that the buildings sit beneath;
with the rest of the building then

moulded from a combination of local
stone, wood and grass.
At the heart of the design is the Zambezi
River and the local culture and traditions
that have been informed by daily life
along its banks over centuries. Makoros
(wooden canoes) that are used to ferry
people across the water are strung up
like giant wind chimes in the entrance;
the traps that the local fishermen lay
to catch fish are used in the tables and
light fittings; fiery sunsets are echoed
in the bar’s cladding of copper scales;
and large woven screens draw on the
skills the Tonga have mastered making
baskets to carry their catches home.

35 Shepperton Road, Graniteside, Harare
Tel: +263 4 757 008/ +263 4 757 009
Cell: +263 733 412 563/ +263 783 610 800
E-mail: sales@konak.co.zw

All three camps also have access to a central area which includes a spa, gym, 20m lap pool, shop and wine cellar housing the owner’s private
collection. Although the surrounding bush appears to be completely natural it has been carefully landscaped by Sarah Whaley to appear totally
undisturbed and natural – yet another example of the finest attention to detail.
For more information contact:: & Beyond Matetsi River Lodge, kerry@formstudiodesign.com
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MATETSI LODGE PROJECT
Quantity Surveyor/ Project Management- Turner & Townsend
Construction- Kiggens Construction
Interior Design- Form Studio
Electrician- Geoff Clack
Plumber- Lesop Plumbers
Door and Windows- Dave Ashwin
Electrics- Flint Electrical
Led strip lights- Lighting world
Hardware and building material supplies- Mica Q Hardware
Painter - BK Painters
Cemcrete- Artisan
Aircon- Gees Aircon
Landscaper- Sarah Waley
Gutters and Roof- Contrast Roofing
Fiber and Internet- Niall Iglo
Steel fabrication - Neves Ironcraft
Steel- installation and welding- Power connect
Cretecote install- Brigette Lotter
Quartz carpet- Glacial Coatings (Jhb)
Guest Suites
Tables/ Headboards/ Beds- Adam Seager Furniture (ZIM)
Upholstery – Fiona Edmunds (ZIM)
Desks/ Luggage racks/ Wardrobes/ Lounge chairs - Nigel Joscelyne (ZIM)
Pottery Pendants and Chandeliers- Chart Pottery (ZIM)
Beaded Ottomans- CHIPO women’s group (ZIM)
Spring stone Basins- Tonderayi Mahachi (ZIM)
Bamboo Lights- STEP Trust (ZIM)
Floor lamps- Collaboration between Bruce Elliot & Tonderayi Mahachi (ZIM)
Porcupine wastepaper baskets- Lupane Women’s Centre (ZIM)
Basin Tops- Zambezi Roots (ZIM)
Bath- Euro trends (SA)
Sanitary ware- Antique baths (SA)
Nguni Cowhides- Holly Hudson (ZIM)
Ceramics- Marjorie Wallace: Mutapo (ZIM)
Mirrors- Brigette Lotter (ZIM)

35 Shepperton Road, Graniteside, Harare
Tel: +263 4 757 008/ +263 4 757 009
Cell: +263 733 412 563/ +263 783 610 800
E-mail: sales@konak.co.zw
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Main Areas
Dining tables- Adam Seager Furniture (ZIM)
Woven Screens- Collaboration between Jane Taylor & Judith Ncube of Matabeleland
Weavers (ZIM)
Curated Tables- Helen Teede (ZIM)
Bar and Interactive kitchen- Collaboration between Adam Seager & Copperwares (ZIM)
Woven Poufs – Lupane Women’s Centre (ZIM)
Wrought Iron lights- Misty Edwards (ZIM)
Harare,Victoria Falls, Cape Town and coming soon to Maputo.
Pottery Pendants and Chandeliers- Chart Pottery (ZIM)
Reed mats- Newlands Craft Market (ZIM)
Shop - Nigel Joscelyn (ZIM)
Sofas- Fiona Edmunds (ZIM)
Coco chairs- Coricraft (SA)
Chairs/ Bar stools- Weylandts (SA)
Boardroom table- Collaboration between Zambezi Roots & Complete Steel (ZIM)
Ceramics- Marjorie Wallace: Mutapo (ZIM)
Wine cellar Chandeliers- Basil & Lindy Rowlands (ZIM)
Wine cellar- Ruwa Furniture (ZIM)

Proud suppliers to “& Beyond Matetsi” - Blinds & Designs is a home-grown Zimbabwean company.
Established in 2009, we have worked hard to earn the respect and loyalty of our local and
continental client base, providing the most modern design information available. Our presence
in Cape Town and Victoria Falls are an addition to our brand, and we are happy to meet you
wherever your business may take us.

As suppliers of curtains, blinds, mosquito nets and indoor/outdoor fabrics to projects like “&
Beyond Matetsi”, we illustrate our ability to supply a professional and high quality turn-key
service from the design phase through to final installation. Our high calibre of staff and
quality workmanship enable us to offer this service to a wide range of clientele –from luxurious
6 Star Hotels and corporate offices, right through to your beautiful and intimate home. We
look forward to the opportunity to tailor and realise your design experience.

Shop 5, Ballantyne Park Shops,Wellburn Road, Ballantyne Park •
Tel: 0775 286 677 /0772 407 899 / 04 882 872 • Email blindsndesigns@gmail.com
www.blindsndesigns.co.zw
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